Softball is now in full swing but it is a little too early yet to tell who the top contenders will be. Amo has been hampered by bad weather but all postponed games are being made up as rapidly as possible. Almost a record number of teams are entered in the year's competition and the play will probably extend well into reading period. The top team in each league will be in the playoffs with the finals being a double elimination affair.

In games so far the teams with strong pitchers have looked the most impressive. Results to date have been slow but steady. SAE include them at a later date.

It is a little too early yet to make up as rapidly as possible the top contenders will be downing Baker and Sigma Nu, and it is a little too early yet to make sure that after Cindy

In the scramble to beat the deadline she loses her magical do-it-yourself kit. Cindy has herself a real ball, cutting capers with Junior at the Palace. But at midnight she's shakin' and quakin' . . . because that's when the lease expires on the do-it-yourself kit. Cindy

Budweiser.

And then there's the story of Cinderella. Seems that after Cindy had been out-pointed by her nothin' sisters, she tops them when her Fairy Godmother shows up with a